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 some of our Elizabethan compositions, Sir Henry
 Wood with the organ trios of Bach, and as some of our
 younger composers are doing at the present moment.

 Half a loaf is better than no bread, especially if
 the other half happens to have dried up. Such
 pianists as Lamond satisfy our desires absolutely
 when they extract a Scherzo movement from a
 Beethoven sonata and treat it as an independent
 composition. Gervase Elwes gives us all we want
 when he presents on the concert-platform a Bach
 aria from a cantata we do not know even by name.
 Such artists please and satisfy us because they have
 been guided by wisdom ; but the organist who, for
 instance, cuts the Fantasia from the G minor Fugue
 or the Prelude from the D major Fugue, does not
 similarly please us for the reason that he has not been
 guided by wisdom-he has truncated a lovely body.
 His act results in mutilation, as an act that would
 remove one of the twin towers of a cathedral. The

 coming generation should be very busily occupied in
 the task of selection and adaption from the enormous
 stores of the classics. I think the masters would

 approve of their work far more than of our present
 neglect and ignorance.

 VOCAL VIRTUOSI OF THE EIGHTEENTH

 CENTURY

 BY CLAUDE TREVOR
 There is no doubt that during the I8th century

 the Italian public exhibited an extraordinary passion
 for opera, in which also the greatest care and interest
 were taken by those who governed the numerous
 States into which Italy was then divided. We
 cannot say if, as has been often affirmed, the love
 of theatrical performances was fostered and
 encouraged in order to distract the masses from
 too much discussion of political events. Be this
 as it may, there remains no doubt as to the energy
 with which opera was nourished and promoted.
 Not only was this the case in the capitals of the
 States alluded to, but also in towns of second, third,
 and even less importance, in which latter, from time
 to time, were to be heard the most celebrated singers
 of the period, often engaged at very great expense.
 We call particular attention to the singers, on whom
 greater interest was centred than in the operas in
 which they appeared.

 It may at once be said that the Italian virtuosi of
 the 18th century reached a perfection quite unknown
 in these days, and almost unbelievable were there
 not some carefully preserved musical evidence by
 which to verify the extraordinary technical excellence
 to which singers attained in their art. In a
 recently-inspected Miserere by Filippo Dentice the
 difficulty of some of the vocal passages is such
 as would strike terror into the soul of even the

 greatest singers of our time ; and below is given
 a passage in an air sung by the famous Lucrezia
 Agujari, which was written down at the time by
 Mozart, and is also mentioned in a letter from
 Leopold Mozart, his father, written to his sister,
 dated from Bologna, March 20, 1770:

 At Parma, Signora Agujari, nicknamed Bastardina or
 Bastardella,* invited us to dinner and sang us three

 pieces. I could not have believed that she could reach
 the C in altissimo, but our ears convinced us of the
 fact. The passage that Wolfgang jotted down was
 sung with less volume than her middle tones, like
 the sound of the flute on the organ. Trills, runs,
 she executed just as Wolfgang has transcribed them,
 note by note. Besides all this she has a beautiful
 contralto voice extending to Sol.* She is not hand-
 some or plain, but has a wild look in her eyes, like
 people who are subject to convulsions, and she is
 lame of one foot. Her conduct is good, so she has
 consequently a good reputation.

 Here is the famous passage alluded to :
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 The majority of the virtuosi were trained in the
 splendid schools of singing flourishing in the
 chief centres of Italy: the famous school directed
 by Mazzochi, at Rome; the four at Venice (the
 Pieta, Mendicanti, Incurabili, and Ospedaletto); that
 at Florence, founded about 1715 by Francesco Redi,
 from which came so many vocalists of the first rank;
 and the Naples School, which, though last to be men-
 tioned, was by no means least in importance. Heading
 the list of teachers was the famous Porpora, who
 gave to the musical world an immense number of
 celebrities.

 Though it may cause many to smile when
 reading of the vagaries and pretensions of the
 vocalists of the I8th century, it must be remem-
 bered that they were not only singers, but were deep
 students of harmony, counterpoint, and composition.
 Frequently they were supplied with only the skeleton,
 so to speak, of a composition, which they were
 expected to fill in with fioriture, &c., of their own
 invention. Many also proved themselves composers

 * She was the natural child of a nobleman, and was always spoken
 of and announced on the bills, &c., as Bastardina or Bastardella.
 Born at Ferrara (1743), she received instruction in a convent from
 the Abb6 Lambertini, and first appeared at Florence in 1764. She
 surpassed all in her wonderful execution and range of voice.
 Sacchini heard her sing up to B17 in altissim0o, and said she had two
 good octaves below. In 1775 she sang at some concerts for which she
 received, for performing two songs, the unheard-of amount, for those
 days, of Eioo per night. She died at Parma on May 18, 1783.

 * Presumably
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 of very considerable talent. All things considered,
 the indulgence-and, perhaps, exaggerated enthu-
 siasm-they excited is thus in some measure
 explained, if not altogether justified. Wherever
 they sang, sonnets by the most eminent writers were
 composed in their honour, ladies wore the miniature
 of the castrato most in vogue, while many duels were
 fought on account of thetrimne donne of the season.
 Hence it is scarcely to be wondered at that the
 singers became more and more convinced of their
 importance, and overbearing in their demeanour.

 Sovereigns, princes, dignitaries of the Church
 headed the list of their most extravagant admirers.
 To name but one instance, Louis XV. of France
 heaped the most valuable gifts on Caffarelli--
 a coach, jewels, snuff-boxes in gold inlaid with
 precious stones and bearing the sovereign's own
 effigy, being amongst the items bestowed. The
 famous singer amassed an immense fortune, and
 over the entrance to the superb palace he built
 for his occupation was inscribed the words, Am4phion
 Thebas, ego domum. Farinelli was depicted as a
 god among the clouds in many engravings, and
 eulogised by scores of poets. He became so
 influential at the Spanish Court as to give rise to
 the story that by the power of his talent he cured
 Philip V. of a nervous disorder and greatly alleviated
 the distress of Ferdinand IV. If these stories are not

 entirely true, there is no doubt that his intimacy at
 the Spanish Court caused him to mix himself up with
 the politics of the country, and it was ultimately
 intimated to him that his absence would be

 more appreciated than his company. This great
 Neapolitan artist was a pupil of Porpora, after which
 he studied with Bernacchi, of Bologna. The public
 throughout Europe was crazy over the purity of
 his shake, which he could execute from fianissimo
 to fortissimo, returning to the former and prolonging
 its duration almost indefinitely. When singing in
 London in 'Artaserse,' by Hasse, a lady present with
 the Court could not contain herself, exclaiming,
 'There is but one God and one Farinelli.' Many
 were the cases where enthusiasm for the famous

 singers of the epoch caused members of the
 audience to be seized with convulsions and others to

 faint. Another very famous singer of the large band
 of sofranisti was Carestino, who, according to one
 authority, was summoned tq London by Handel to
 sing in some of his operas. As to the female
 artists, it is well known that for a long period
 they were excluded from taking part in theatrical
 performances, the r6les of women being sustained by
 the castrati. As soon, however, as the former were
 admitted to their proper place in opera they rapidly
 acquired renown. A small volume would be required
 for an entire list of the virtuosi, male and female, of
 vocal art of the I8th century. I have here called
 attention to only a few of the most famous.

 At the luncheon-hour concert given by the Music in
 War-time Committee at Central Hall, on April 27, Sir
 Homewood Crawford, the chairman, referred to the work
 accomplished by the Committee during the war. He
 stated that they had given a total of 5,000 concerts in
 hospitals, camps, and other war centres, and had distributed

 upwards of ,.25,000 in fees and expenses to musical artists to whom the war had brought disaster. Although peace
 had been declared, it was obvious that a great number of
 musicians were still unable to resume their places in the
 ranks of the profession. Sir Homewood appealed for funds
 to enable the work to be continued until the help was no
 longer called for. Donations may be sent to the hon.
 secretary, Mr. W. G. Rothery, Royal Albert Hall, S.W.-7.

 THE SECULAR MUSIC OF ANCIENT
 EGYPT

 BY JEFFREY PULVER
 We could hardly imagine a country so intellectual

 and so poetic as Ancient Egypt-a land where
 the arts and sciences were so highly developed
 from so remote a period-to have been without
 music. Religion and philosophy were not, in
 the earlier ages of Egyptian civilisation, the
 professions of the priests alone. Every degree of
 society was imbued with an idealism and an optimism
 that must have made of the mind a fertile field for the

 cultivation of the liberal arts. The stately processions
 connected with the different religious ceremonies,
 and thehigh plane of the poetry used for the same
 purpose, must prove the existence of a musical
 excellence in keeping with their dignity and beauty.
 The magnificent proportions of the buildings and the
 elevation from which the Egyptians viewed life and
 death must show how wide was the range of their
 thought, both practically and idealistically. They
 were, from the earliest times, characterised by an
 intense love of home, of the beautiful in sound, and
 of the noble in pictorial representation. The music
 of such a people was not only the handmaiden of
 religion, but also the mistress of pleasure.

 The ranking of Ancient Egypt with the musical
 nations of the West is not of great age. A mistaken
 passage in Diodorus Siculus and the absence of
 tangible remains, were long the reasons for thinking
 the Nile valley to have been utterly unmusical. It
 was not until the discoveries of James Bruce in the
 I8th century that attention was directed to the
 matter. The harps found represented on the tombs
 of Thebes placed an entirely different complexion on
 the subject. Since then, research and excavation
 have brought to light the most amazing evidences of
 musical greatness in the land of the Pharaohs; and
 the illustrations of musical instruments given in the
 works of Wilkinson, Champollion, Lepsius, &c., are
 sufficiently wonderful to awaken our interest and
 admiration to-day. It is difficult for us even to
 imagine the remoteness of the period under
 consideration. A retrograde step of five hundred
 years only brings us to a time when music in Europe
 was in a very primitive state ; a stretch of a millennium
 takes us only as far back as Alfred harping in the
 camp of the Danes. It requires a prodigious effort
 of the imagination to take the mind back four or five
 thousand years. Only two thousand years ago the
 Briton was a painted savage taking from the Roman
 his first lessons in the art of living. Yet, at the age
 when Greece was giving the first promise of her
 future greatness in art, the Twelfth Dynasty of
 Egyptian kings was well under way, accompanied
 by a musical culture that is, to us, astonishing.
 Moreover, civilisation did not grow up suddenly, and
 the art of the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties must have
 been preceded by a long period of anterior
 development. Even times of decadence must be
 reckoned with, and so we must suppose that the
 birth of Egyptian culture took place at a period that
 is lost in the mists of a past whose remoteness the
 modern mind can barely realise.

 Whether the earliest culture of the Nile emanated

 from an indigenous folk, or from an Asiatic source,
 I must not attempt to decide in this place. Where
 eminent Egyptologists go warily I shall take care
 not to walk at all. Suffice it to know that with the

 earliest historical kings of Egypt begins a record of
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